Nature Play Seasons Challenge
Challenge yourself, your friends or your family to
complete each set of seasonal challenges during 2016!

Autumn
Collect different types of leaves
Paint and decorate pine cones, acorns and other seeds
Collect some bugs in a clear container and draw them
Make a mud pie
Catch a tadpole
Splash in a puddle
Dig for dinosaur bones
Visit a park you have never been to
Plant bulbs or some winter veggies
Photograph a perfect Autumn day

Post your
season photos on
our Facebook
page and go into the
draw to win fantastic
Nature Play
prizes!

Winter

Make a bird feeder and put it in a tree
Go rock collecting
Visit the beach and collect shells
Play in the snow
Go on a picnic with a thermos of soup
Make leaf boats and float them in a creek or puddle
Sketch a tree that has lost its leaves and decorate the sketch
Search for bird nests
Go for a walk in the rain
Photograph a perfect Winter day
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Nature Play Seasons Challenge
Challenge yourself, your friends or your family to
complete each set of seasonal challenges during 2016!

Spring
Plant herbs or vegetables
Pick a bunch of flowers from a garden or bush land
Build a cubby or fort in your backyard or local park
Dig for worms
Post your
season photos on
Invent a game in a park
our Facebook
page and go into the
Go on a bug hunt
draw to win fantastic
Create a fairy or mini creatures garden
Nature Play
prizes!
Identify at least 3 birds in your backyard

Ride your bike in a bush area

Photograph a perfect Spring day

Summer

Play in a creek
Catch a crab
Play under a sprinkler
Build a sandcastle city
Play beach or backyard cricket using sticks as stumps
Do yoga stretches or martial arts poses barefoot on the grass
Collect sticks to make a kite
Press flowers or leaves
Draw pictures or play naughts and crosses in the sand or dirt
Photograph a perfect Summer day
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